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T-PROTOPOLOGI(JAL GROUPS
JUDITH L. COVINGTON

ABSTRACT.
A protopological group is a group G with
a topology t with the property that there exists a col
lection N of normal subgroups such that (1) for every
neighborhood U of the identity there exists N E N such
that N C U and (2) G / N with the quotient topology is
a topological group for every 1'l E N. We say that N
converges to the identity and call N a normal system.
A t-protopological group is a protopological group with
normal system N such that for all N E N we have that
U N is open. In this paper we examine basic properties
of t-protopological groups. We introduce a method of
describing the associated Graev topology for a protopo
logical group. Finally, we prove that a compact Hausdorff
t-protopological group is a topological group.

1. INTRODUCTION

Montgomery and Zippin [6] in 1955 gave the following defi
nition: a group G is approximated by Lie groups if every neigh
borhood of the identity contains all invariant subgroup H such
that G / H is topologically isomorr>hic to a Lie group. Bagley,
Wu and Yang [1] in 1985 gave a definition of pro-Lie which is
similar to Montgomery and Zippin:'s definition of approximated
by Lie groups. In this paper we w'ill make a definition similar
to Montgomery and Zippin's definition of approximated by Lie
groups which deals with the more general case of topological
groups.
87
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Definition.
A protopological group is a group G with a
topology t with the property that there exists a collection N
of normal subgroups such that (1) for every neighborhood U
of the identity there exists N E N such that N C U and
(2) G / N witll the quotient topology is a topological group for
every N E N. We say that N converges to the idel1tity and
call N a normal system. If each N E N is closed, we say that
N is a closed normal system.
Ellis has proven that if (G, t) is a locally compact Hausdorff
group with continuous multiplication, then (G, t) is a topo
logical group [4]. There are other variations on this result;
however, all have placed some type of restriction on the multi
plication map. In [3] we see that a protopological group with
continuous multiplication is a topological group. In this' paper,
we are able to get a more general result without placing any
conditions on the multiplication map.
We introduce some notation which will be used throughout
this paper. If G is a group and N a normal subgroup, we
use xN to denote the equivalence class of x in G / N. We shall
denote the quotient map by 1r where 1r : G ~ G / N is defined by
1r(x) == xN. If we need to distinguish between quotient maps
on a group G, we will subscript 1r with the normal subgroup
being used, for example 1rN. If G has a topology t al1d we place
the quotient topology on G / N we denote the quotient topology
by t 1r or if needed by t 1rN •
Let (G, t) be a topological group and N a normal subgroup.
The quotient map 1r : (G,t) ~ (G/N,t 1r ) is an open map,
since if U is open in t, 1r- 1 (1r(U)) == NU is open in t and
hence, 1r(U) is open in t 1r • However, the quotient map is not
necessarily open if (G, t) is a protopological group. To see this
define a topology t == {0, lR, Z u {~}} on the real numbers.
Clearly, (lR, t) is a protopological group with normal system
consisting only of Z; however, 1r : lR ~ lR/Z is not open. If
(G, t) is a group with a topology and N is a normal subgroup,
then 1r : G ~ G / N is an open map if and only if U N is open
in G for all U open in t.
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The above observation motivates the following definition:
Definition. A t-protopological group is a protopological group
(G, t) with normal system N such that for all open sets U and
for all N E N we have that UN is open. We say that N is a
t-normal system.
In a t-protopological group, 1f.N : G ----t G / N is an open
map for all N E N since U N is open by definition of t
protopological group. An examI>le is given in [3] of a pro
topological group for which the re<luired quotient maps are not
open, hence the group is not a t-:protopological group. Thus,
it is possible to have a normal sy'stem that is not at-normal
system.
The category of topological groups has products, quotients,
subgroups, and joins. In a topological group, the closure of a
normal subgroup is a normal subgroup. This is not necessarily
the case, even in a group with continuous multiplication. To see
this, we place the open" right ray topology on the real numbers
and note tllat 0 is not a subgroUI). We will investigate which
of the above constructions can be carried out in the category
of t-protopological groups.
Theorem 1. If (G, t) is a t-proto~pological group with t-normal
system N and if f : (G, t) ----t (G', t') is a continuous, open,
onto homomorphism, then (G', t') is a t-protopological group
with t-normal system N' == {f(N) I N EN}.
Proof: Clearly, N' converges to the identity in G'. We wish
to show that the quotient map l? : (G',t') ----t (G'/f(N),t~)
is an open map. If V is open in t', then f- 1 (V) is open
in t. Hence, for all N E N, N,f- 1 (V) is open in t. Thus,
f(N f- 1 (V)) == f(N)V is open for all f(N) E N' and p is
open. To see that (G' / f(N), t~) is a topological group, we use
the following commutative diagram:
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(G, t)

I

(G',t')

I'

(G'/I(N),

-~

t~)

Since we are factoring out the image of N we get an induced
continuous, onto homomorphism I' such that I' 0 1r(g) == P 0
I(g) for all 9 E G. Let U be open in t 1r • Since I' (U) ==
pol (1r- 1 (U)) we have that I'(U) is open in t~. Thus, I' is a
continuous, open, onto honl0morphism and since (G / N, t 1r ) is
a topological group, (G'/I(N), t~) is also. Therefore, (G', t')
is a t-protopological group. D
TIle following theorems show how to fornl new t-protopological
groups from given t-protopological groups. If {(G a , ta)}aEf is a
G a is a topological group
family of topological groups, then

II

aEf

with the product topology. We get a similar result if we have
a family of t-protopological groups.
Theorem 2. If {(G a , ta)}aEf is a collection of groups with
topologies and T denotes the product topology on
G a , then

II

(II G a , T)

aEr

is a t-protopological group if and only if (G a , ta) is

aEf

a t-protopological group for all
Proof: If
P{3 :

II G

(II G

a,

Q

E

r.

T) is a t-protopological group, then since

aEf

a ----+

G{3 is a continuous, open, onto homomorphism

aEr

we have that (G (3, t (3), for all {3 E
by Theorem 1.

r,

is a t-protopological group
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Let {( G a , ta) }aEr be a family of t-protopological groups where
N a denotes the t-normal system for Ga. We form N == { N a I

II

aEr

Na E

N a } and note that N COIlverges to the identity. Let

II W a be a basic open set in II Ga. Then (II N a ) (II W a ) ==
aEr
aEr
aEr
II NaWa which is open in II Ga· To see that II G a / II N a
aEr
aEr
aEr
aEr
is a topological group, we define f: II Ga/Na ~ II G a / II N a
aEr
aEr
aEr
by f( (xaNa ))·== (x a ) II N a and define 9 : II G a / II N a ~
aEr
aEr
aEr
II Ga/Na by g((x a ) II N a ) == (xaNa ). Then f and 9 are
aEr

aEr

aEr

inverse isomorphisms. We have tile following commutative di
agram where p ==
7rNo :

II

aEr

Since 7r is a quotient nlap and p is continuous, 9 is continuous.
Since eacll 7r No is open, p is a quotient map and f is continuous.
Since
Ga/Na ,
tao) is a topological group and f is a

(II

II

aEr

aEr

topological isomorphism,
group. Hence,

(II G

(II G aj II N
aEr

a , T)

a, T 1r)

is a topological

aEr

is a t-protopological group.

D

aEr

In a topological group, any sUlbgroup S with the

inhe~ited
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topology is a topological group. In a protopological group,
this is not necessarily the case. However, an open subgroup of
a protopological group is a protopological group [3]. Similar
results are true for t-protopological groups.
As mentioned before, in a topological group the closure of a
normal subgroup is a normal subgroup. In a t-protopological
group, if N is an element of a t-normal system, then N is a
normal subgroup.
Theorem 3. If (G, t) i~ a t-protopological group with t-normal

system N, then for every N EN, N is a normal subgroup and
G I N is a topological group with the quotient topology. Further
more, p: (G,t) ~ (GIN,t p ) is an open map.
Proof: For any N E N, we denote the identity in GIN bye and
note that e is a normal subgroup in GIN. A direct argument
shows that 1rjVl(e) = N and hence, N is~~ normal subgroup.
Next, we will show that G/ N is a topological group with
the quotient topology from the quotient map p : G ~ G I N .
By the first isomorphism theorem for groups [5], since N IN is
a normal subgroup of GIN, (G IN) I (N IN) is algebraically iso
morphic to G I N . The quotient map h : (G IN, t n ) ~
((G / N)/(N / N), t 1rh ) is an open map and (( G / N)/(N / N), t 1rh )
is a topological group. We can think of h as taking GIN onto
G/N since G/N and (G/N)/(N/N) are algebraically isomor
phic. Thus, we have the following commutative diagram:

(G, t)

h

GIN
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We can place two topologies on G/ N, either t p or t 1rh • We have
that U is open in t 1rh if and only if 1f- 1 (h- 1 (U)) is open in t.
But, 1f- 1 (h- 1 (U)) is open in t if and only if p-l(U) is open in
t. Equivalently, p-l(U) is open ill t if and only if U is open
in t p . Thus, t p == t 1rh • Therefore, (G I N, t p ) is a topological
group since ((GIN)/(N IN), t 1rh ) is a topological group. Since
the diagram commutes and 1f an(i h are open maps, p is an
open map. D
Corollary 4. If (G, t) is a regulaT t-protopological group with
t-normal system N, then N' == {N I N E N} is a closed
t -normal system for (G, t) .

3.

THE ASSOCIATED GRAEV TOPOLOGY

Let (G, t) be a group with a topolog~, then the associated
Graev topology is the finest groupl topology r such that r e t
[2]. It is clear that the associated Graev topology exists, but
in general it is difficult to describe this topology. We shall in
troduce a method of describing the associated Graev topology
for a protopological group.
Let (G, t) be a protopological group with normal system N.
Then for each N E N, (GIN, t 1r ) is a topological group with
1rN : (G,t) ~ (GIN, t 1r ). We call 1] the natural map where
1] : G ~
GIN is defined by ~? ( x) == (1rN ( x)). Since each

II

NEN

function

1r N

is a continuous homomorphism, TJ is a continu

ous homomorphism when we place the product topology on
GIN. Thus, (
GIN, r), vrhere r denotes the product

II

II

NEN

NEN

topology, is a topological group. "V'Te can use 1] to place a topol
ogy P on G where P is the pullback of the product topology
on
GIN. We can also describe P as the initial or weak

II

NEN

topology for the family of maps {1rN}NEN. Thus, (G,P) isa
topological group since the pullback of a group topology is a
group topology.
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If (G, t) is a protopological group with normal system N
such that
N = e, then 1] is one-to-one. Therefore, if (G, t)

n

NEN
is a T 1 protopological group, then

1]

is one-to-one.

Theorem 5. If (G, t) is a protopological group, then P is the

associated Graev topology.
Proof: Since P is the coarsest topology on G such that the
family of maps {1rN }NEN is continuous, we have Pet.
Next, let T be any group topology on G such that T C t.
Let U be a neighborhood of e in T. Then th'ere exists W, a
neighborhood of e in T, such that W 2 cU. Then, since T C t,
W is also a neighborhood of e in t. Hence, there exists N E N
with NeW. Since (G, T) is a topological group, we, have
that 1rN(W) is open in (G / N ,Trr ). Since T C t, T rr C t rr and
hence 1rN(W) is open in t rr . Then 1rN1 (~_N(W)) is open in P
since 1rN is continuous when G is endowed with P. Hence,
2
1rN1 (1rN(W)) = NW is open in P and NW C W C U. Thus,
e E NW C U and hence U is an element of P. Therefore,
T C P for every group topology T C t, and hence P is the
associated Graev topology for (G, t). D
We are often interested in what topological properties the
associated Graev topology will posses. Using the fact that P
is the associated Graev topology for a protopological group,
we can obtain some insight.
Corollary 6. If (G, t) is a regular Hausdorff t-protopological
group, then the associated Graev topology is Hausdorff. '
Corollary 7. If (G, t) is a T 1 protopological group with a closed
normal system, then_ the associated Graev topology is Haus

dorff·
Corollary 8. If (G, t) is a T 1 protopological group with a closed
normal system, then (G, t) is Hausdorff.
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Theorem 9. If (G, t) is a regular Hausdorff first countable t

protopological group, then the associated Graev topology is met
r'lc.
Proof: Since (G, t) is first countable, there is a countable closed
normal system N for (G, t). We can think of (G, P) as being
embedded in
G / N, a countable product of metric spaces.

II

NEN

Therefore, (G, P) is a metric space.
Ellis's Theorem [4] states that if (G, t) is a compact Haus
dorff group with a topology t SUCll that multiplication is con
tinuous, then (G, t) is a topological group. We have a similar
result if we replace the continuity condition with the protopo
logical group condition.
Theorem 10. If(G, t) is a compact Hausdorfft-protopological

group, then (G, t) is a topological group.
Proof: We know that (G, t) has a closed normal system N by
Corollary 4. Then for each N E N, (G / N, t 1rN ) is compact
Hausdorff. Hence, I1 GIN is a conlpact Hausdorff topoNEN

logical group. We have rJ : (G,t) ~

I1 GIN

where rJ is a

NEN

continuous, closed, one-to-one honl0nlorphism. Hence, rJ is an
embedding. Since rJ(G) is a subgroup of the topological group
I1 GIN, then rJ (G) is a topological group. Therefore, (G, t)
NEN

is a topological group.

D

Corollary 11. If (G, t) is a comp1act Hausdorff protopological

group with a closed normal
group.

systerr;~,

then (G, t) is a topological
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